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Gametophytic mutants share very small proportion of the total mutants generated by any
mutagenic approach; even rarer are the fertilization-defective gametophytic mutants. They
require an efficient and targeted strategy instead of ‘brute force’ screening approach. The
classical gametophyte mutant screening method, mainly based on the segregation
distortion, can distinguish gametophytic mutants from the others. However, the
mutants pooled after the screening constitute both fertilization-defective and
developmental-defective gametophytic mutants. Until recently, there has not been any
straightforward way to screen the former from the latter. Additionally, most of the
mutations affecting both gametes are lost during the screening process. The novel
gametophyte screening approach tends to circumvent those shortcomings. This review
discusses on the classical approach of gametophytic mutant screening and focuses on
the novel approach on distinguishing fertilization-/developmental-defective gametophytic
mutants (both male and female). It offers an empirical basis of screening such mutants by
taking in the consideration of earlier studies on fertilization failure, initiation of seed coat
formation, and fertilization recovery system in plants.

Keywords: fertilization recovery, gametophytic mutant, segregation distortion, female gametophyte,
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INTRODUCTION

Fertilization is an important event that alternates the gametophytic generation to sporophytic one in
plants. Fruit and seed development is completely halted in its absence (Vivian-Smith et al., 2001).
While there are some mutants/species which can produce seeds without fertilization, such
occurrences are rare in nature. To date, only few plant-fertilization related genes have been
identified (Adhikari et al., 2020). Studies in Arabidopsis suggest that a distinct group of genes
(known as imprinted genes) is essential for the successful seed development. Their active allele is
restricted either to the maternal or to the paternal line. Moreover, their expression is mostly limited
to the endosperm (and zygote, to some extent) after fertilization (Hsieh et al., 2011; Satyaki and
Gehring, 2017). Being directly linked to food crop production, identification of the genetic players
and understanding the underlying molecular network during fertilization process is crucial. Such
knowledge helps plant breeders find and determine the potentials and limitations of increasing crop
production by intervening it at the molecular level. The mutants discussed in this article represent
the fully penetrant hemizygous mutants (heterozygous for mutant allele) unless stated otherwise.
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CLASSICAL GAMETOPHYTIC MUTANT
SCREENING BY TAGGING AND CHASING

The study of gametophytic mutation has long been the field of
interest among plant biologists. However, the lack of proper tools
and techniques has been the major bottleneck. Generation and
screening of the gametophytic mutants used to be cumbersome
until Feldmann et al. (1997) observed the exceptional (non-
Mendelian) segregation ratio of a selection marker (kanR) in few
T-DNA insertional mutants. Such segregation pattern was later
termed as ‘segregation distortion’ and has since been regularly
used to screen the gametophytic mutants (Christensen et al.,
1998; Grossniklaus et al., 1998; Howden et al., 1998; Grini
et al., 1999; Boavida et al., 2009). A major drawback of this
approach however, is the absolute requirement of selection/
reference marker in the mutants.

The classical gametophytic-mutant screening process
essentially consists of two consecutive steps after mutagenesis.
First, mutants are screened based on their reduced seed-set. In
the subsequent step, potential gametophytic mutants are
screened based on the distorted segregation of the selection
marker in their progenies. A fully penetrant hemizygous
gametophytic mutant produces progenies at a 1:1 (marker
positive: marker negative) ratio. Additional reciprocal crosses
of the mutants with their wild-type (WT) counterparts separates
the female gametophyte (FG)-specific, male gametophyte (MG)-
specific, and zygotic mutants from each other (Christensen et al.,
1998; Grossniklaus et al., 1998; Howden et al., 1998; Yu et al.,
2016) (Figure 1).
FERTILIZATION RECOVERY SYSTEM TO
RECOUNT FERTILIZATION-DEFECTIVE
MG MUTANTS

Unlike FG, which is sedentary, MG needs to traverse through
sporophytic tissues before it reaches to the FG. In addition to MG
development, any step from pollen adhesion and germination at
the stigma to the pollen tube (PT) burst and successful double
fertilization at the FG can be affected by MG mutation thereby
bringing a significant variation in the seed-set pattern (Boavida
et al., 2009). Numerous MG mutants have been identified by
classical approach, which involves screening for the mutants with
less-than-normal seed-set followed by the reciprocal crosses with
WT and screening for those which show mutation transmission
exclusively via MG (Howden et al., 1998; Procissi et al., 2001;
Yang et al., 2007; Boavida et al., 2009). However, unlike the FG-
specific mutants which show ~50% seed-set, it has been bit tricky
to identify the MG mutants from the rate of seed-set alone. The
MG mutations affecting the gene/s responsible for either of the
pollen development, its competitiveness, PT growth, and its
guidance may show a near WT-like (~100%) seed-set when the
stigma is oversaturated with mutant derived pollens, provided
that the mutant pollens and PTs would not hinder the growth
and passage of the normal PT towards FG. However, their
Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org 2
subsequent cross with the WT (♀) will show ~50% mutation
transmission rate (and ~0% with the reciprocal cross) (Procissi
et al., 2001) (Figure 1).

When the mutation causes defects in sperm cell (SC)
development or function, the self-pollinated hemizygous mutants
show a significant drop in seed sets. Few mutants are known to
affect SC development, which include duo1, duo2 (Durbarry et al.,
2005), duo3 (Brownfield et al., 2009), drop1drop2 (Zhang et al.,
2017) etc. An additional mutant, gcs1/hap2 (Mori et al., 2005; von
Besser et al., 2006), produces fertilization-defective SCs. Among
these mutants, all those tested for seed-set showed 60–75% seed-set
rate instead of ~50% (Brownfield et al., 2009; Kasahara et al., 2012).
To understand such peculiar seed-set in MG-mutants, we need to
understand how a normal FG behaves when the first attempt of
fertilization fails. The studies by Kasahara et al. (2012) and Beale
et al. (2012) have uncovered the FG behavior at such condition.
Normal (WT) FG constitutes two functional synergid cells (SyCs)
at its micropylar end. One of those SyCs receive the first PT and
degenerate by 10 hours after pollination (HAP) (Kasahara et al.,
2012). The SyC which receives PT is referred to as the receptive
SyC. In the ovules receiving normal PT, the second SyC (persistent
SyC) fuses with the developing endosperm thereby blocking the
attraction of any additional PTs (reviewed by Adhikari et al., 2020).
However, the persistent SyC of the ovules- receiving mutant (gcs1/
hap2) PT in the beginning -attracts additional PT to salvage the
failed fertilization (Beale et al., 2012; Kasahara et al., 2012). Since
the probability of the additional PT being WT is still 50% (when
pollinated with hap2-1/+ pollens), only half of the ovules receiving
second PTs may get fertilized and develop into seeds thereby
bringing the seed-set rate up to 75% (50% of the ovules fertilized
with first PT + 25% of them fertilized with second PT) (Figure 1).
The proportion of failed-fertilized ovules receiving second PT
increases with time from 6% within 10 h after pollination to
nearly 40% by 20 HAP (Kasahara et al., 2012). Additionally, about
50% of the failed-fertilized ovules still hold intact persistent SyC by
20 HAP (Beale et al., 2012) in hap2-1/+ pollinated siliques.
However, all failed-fertilized ovules (by the first PT) may not
necessarily receive the second PT before they (the ovules)
degenerate. This is why the seed-set rate in a fully penetrant
fertilization defective hemizygous MG-mutants ranges between
60 and 75% (Brownfield et al., 2009; Kasahara et al., 2012).

It should be noted that any potential mutant with no defect in SC
but defective in PT burst may also show ~75% seed-set. The rapid
expulsion right after PT burst (Hamamura et al., 2011) is apparently
crucial for SCs to reach the egg cell and central cell nuclei followed
by their independent fusions during the fertilization process. It
should also be noted that, due to the fertilization recovery system at
play (Kasahara et al., 2012), a fully penetrant dual gametophytic
hemizygous mutant (harboring mutation that affects both MG and
FG) may show up to 37.5% seed-set (25% normal ovules fertilized
by the first PT + 12.5% normal ovules fertilized by the second PT),
but none of its progenies will carry the mutation (Figure 1).
Additionally, a fully penetrant MG-specific mutant and similar
zygotic mutant may show indistinguishable seed-set rates (~75%).
Analysis of the marker segregation in their progenies will
distinguish the former from the latter as they produce marker
June 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 967
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positive to negative progenies at 1:1 and 2:1 ratios respectively.
(Figure 1).
LINKING VANILLIN STAINING TO THE
DEFECTIVE FERTILIZATION

Studies show that gametophytic mutations are rare and comprise
mere 1–9% of the total mutant pool (Feldmann et al., 1997;
Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org 3
Bonhomme et al., 1998; Boavida et al., 2009; Brukhin et al., 2011).
Additionally, the majority of the gametophytic mutations show low
penetrance and often affect both gametophytes (Bonhomme et al.,
1998; Christensen et al., 1998; Grini et al., 1999; Christensen et al.,
2002). About 4% of the total mutants may be lost because the
affected gene is absolutely essential for both gametes (the population
showing 0:1 selectionmarker segregation at Figure 1). In such cases,
any observed seed-set rate in the self-pollinated hemizygous
mutants would be insufficient to determine the gametophytic
mutants conclusively.
FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the modified screening method combined with the potential distortion in seed-set rate brought about by the fertilization
recovery system (Beale et al., 2012; Kasahara et al., 2012). The numerical figures represent the theoretically possible maximum values. The fully penetrant dual-
gametophytic fertilization defective mutants (with defect in both MG and FG) may show the lowest seed-set (37.5%). None of their progenies will carry the selection
marker. The MG-specific and zygotic mutants, on the other hand, may show similar seed set rates (~75%), but their progenies reveal different selection marker
segregation ratio (1:1 and 2:1 respectively). The seed-set rates in red squares are derived by considering the fertilization recovery system which is crucial for MG-
specific and dual-gametophytic mutant identification via novel screening method. The MG-specific mutants mentioned here are equivalent to sperm cell-specific
mutants. Aborted ovules are depicted by the smaller oval structures in the siliques, marker-positive and marker-negative progenies are represented by the green and
pale-green seedling structures respectively. Kanamycin (kan) is shown as a representative selection marker.
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Classical screening method greatly depends on the selection
marker segregation and close linkage of the marker to the mutated
gene in the chromosome. Chromosomal rearrangements (and
insertions elsewhere in the genome) leading to the development
of positive selection marker progenies without mutation in the gene
in question is a possible unwanted consequence of the method
(Bonhomme et al., 1998). Screening the gametophytic mutants
while separating the gametophyte developmental- and
fertilization-defective ones without any selection markers would
enhance the efficiency and rapidity of the mutant screening process.
A recent report by Liu et al. (2020) fills the gap by providing a
crucial phenotype-based screening step. This method is relatively
quicker and precise as the researchers can determine whether any of
the mutations affect fertilization and simultaneously identify the
affected gamete type (FG or MG) in a single generation. It exploits
the advantage of vanillin staining based on the recent findings of
Beale et al. (2012); Kasahara et al. (2016); Liu et al. (2019), and Liu
et al. (2020).

Since pollen tube content (PTC) release in the ovule triggers
seed coat formation and the successful fertilization allows its
Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org 4
continued and complete formation (Liu et al., 2019), the
fertilized ovules show full vanillin staining (Figure 2A) while
those which received PTC but failed fertilization show partial
staining (Figure 2B). The ovules lacking PTC (and fertilization),
on the other hand, do not stain at all (Figure 2C). Figures 2D–F
show varied rates of seed-setting and ratios of vanillin staining in
WT and gcs1/+ mutants, as explained in Figure 3.
EMPIRICAL DEFINITION OF VANILLIN
BASED GAMETOPHYTIC MUTANT
SCREENING

Expected maximum seed-set rates and proportions of vanillin
staining (full:partial:no) within a silique of either developmental-
or fertilization-defective MG and/or FG-mutants are shown in
Figure 3. Two simultaneous steps of this new screening method
include: 1) Carrying out self-cross and check the seed-set pattern in
the mutants and 2) using the siliques of the mutants for vanillin
staining 3 days after pollination and check the proportion of fully
FIGURE 2 | Vanillin staining 3 days after pollination (DAP). (A) WT seed with full vanillin staining; (B) POEMed ovule with partial vanillin staining; (C) not pollinated
ovule with no vanillin staining; (D) WT silique with ~100% seed-set (1:0:0 full:partial;no vanillin staining); (E, F) gcs1/+ self-pollinated silique with 60–75% seed-set
(~3:1:0 full:partial:no vanillin staining); White arrows in (A, B) show the vanillin stains. mp = micropyle.
June 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 967
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stained, partially stained, and unstained ovules. The fertilization
defective mutants will show no unstained ovules while the
developmental-defective mutants will show no partially stained
ovules. Additional crosses (other than the self-cross) shown in
Figure 3 are for the comparison purpose (with self-cross derived
empirical values). Additionally, the values of the cross with gcs1/+
(♂) in Figure 3 remain true for the self-crossed fully penetrant dual-
gametophytic hemizygous mutants as well.

A fertilization-defective FG mutant will show ~50% seed-set
upon self-cross (or crossing withWT (♂)). The vanillin staining will
Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org 5
exhibit the ratio of 1:1:0 (full:partial:no) for the ovules in each
silique. Additionally, its cross with gcs1/+ (♂) (a cross equivalent to
the self-cross of a fully penetrant fertilization-defective dual-
gametophytic mutant) would show 37.5% seed-set. The vanillin
staining would show the ratio of 3:5:0 (full:partial:no), with ~37.5
and ~62.5% seeds/ovules showing full and partial staining,
respectively (Liu et al., 2019). Hence, this screening approach may
identify those ~4% of the mutants affecting both gametes, which
would otherwise be lost during the classical screening process
(Bonhomme et al., 1998). The ~37.5% seed-set and 3:5:0 (or 3:0:1
FIGURE 3 | Schematic representation of screening steps (without selection marker assistance) for fully penetrant fertilization defective male or female gametophytic
mutants with expected rates and ratios of seed-sets and vanillin staining respectively. Self-cross is sufficient for mutant screening via this approach. Other crosses
are shown mainly for the comparison purpose. Developmental-defective mutants (dev. Mutants) have defects in the development of either female gametophyte (FG)
or vegetative cell of male gametophyte (MG) while fertilization-defective mutants (fert. Mutants) have defects either in FG at fertilization step or MG during the
development and/or function of sperm cells (SCs). The seed-setting rate will remain ~75% in SC-defective MG mutants while it may increase to near 100% in
vegetative-cell-defective mutants. The numerical figures represent the theoretically possible maximum values determined largely based on the studies by Kasahara
et al. (2012) and Liu et al. (2020). Expected rates and ratios for respective mutants are in boxes with red margin. a = The values depend on the degree by which the
stigma is saturated with pollens. The displayed values represent the case when the stigma is excessively pollinated. Upon limited pollination, the number of full/
partial-stained ovules may decrease while that of unstained ovules may increase. * = The value will remain true only when the pollen donor MG mutant is defective in
pollen development, pollen tube (PT) growth and/or PT-burst at the ovule instead of SC-defective gcs1/+.
June 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 967
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when MG is developmental-defective) vanillin staining ratio in a
mutant is a sign for the researcher to save it and analyze before it is lost.

A fertilization-defective MG mutant, on the other hand, will
show ~75% seed-set upon self-cross or crossing with WT (♀).
Subsequent vanillin staining would show the ratio of 3:1:0 (full:
partial:no) for the ovules in each silique (Figure 3). As discussed
in above section, the seed-set rate of a MG mutant- defective in
any step from pollen development to PT burst (in the FG) -may
vary with the efficiency of its PTs reaching to the ovules, and
releasing PTC (along with the SCs). Some of these mutants may
show WT-like seed-set and escape during the screening process.
However, they can be distinguished by conducting a comparative
time series silique observation. These mutants are likely to show
higher PT density at TT and/or delayed fertilization as compared
to their WT counterparts.

It should be noted that the seed-set rates and vanillin staining
proportions shown in Figure 3 are likely to skew significantly for
the less penetrant mutants. Additionally, this screeningmethodmay
not separate the MG-mutants from the zygotic mutants in a single
generation since both mutants may show similar seed-set rates
(~75%) and vanillin staining ratios (3:1:0) (Figures 1 and 3). It can
be circumvented by crossing the mutants (♂) with theWT (♀) since
it would showWT-like (~100%) or ~75% seed-set for the zygotic or
fertilization-defective-MG mutants respectively.
CONCLUSION

Vanillin staining combined with the consideration of the
fertilization recovery system offers a strong clue for screening
gametophytic mutants (except for the fertilization-defective
Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org 6
MG-mutants vs zygotic mutants) in a single generation. When
selection marker segregation analysis is added (one additional
generation), this screening approach can effectively separate
any of the zygotic and fertilization-/developmental-defective
MG/FG mutants. Moreover, starting the screening process (after
mutagenesis) from vanillin-staining of the self-crossed mutant
siliques provides a rough clue on the mutant type (MG/FG-
specific fertilization/developmental mutants) and allows a
researcher to prepare a gametophytic mutant enriched pool for
their targeted gametophytic studies.
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